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Fortran Optimization, Michael Metcalf, 1982, FORTRAN (Computer program language), 242 pages.

Modern Fortran Explained, Michael Metcalf, John Reid, Malcolm Cohen, Mar 24, 2011, Computers, 488 pages. A clear and thorough description of the latest versions of Fortran by leading experts in the field. It is intended for new and existing users of the language, and for all those.


FORTRAN, a practical approach with style and structure, Wilfred P. Rule, 1980, Computers, 534 pages.


Fortran 8x explained, Michael Metcalf, John Ker Reid, Dec 3, 1987, Computers, 262 pages.


Fortran 77 Principles of programming, Jerrold L. Wagener, Mar 18, 1980, Computers, 370 pages. The complete guide to computer programming with FORTRAN 77, the cost effective workhorse among programming languages for scientific and engineering work. FORTRAN 77 retains the.

FORTRAN fundamentals a short course, Jack Steingraber, 1975, Computers, 90 pages.

FORTRAN 77 for engineers and scientists with an introduction to FORTRAN 90, Larry R. Nyhoff, Sanford Leestma, 1996, Computers, 884 pages. This book is a complete presentation of standard
FORTRAN 77 with special applications of numerical methods in science and engineering. It surpasses the coverage of its best.
Unexplained Mysteries of World War II, Robert Jackson, 1995, World War, 1939-1945, 96 pages
The Old Woman who Named Things, 1996, Dogs, 32 pages. An old woman who has outlived all her friends is reluctant to become too attached to the stray dog that visits her each day
OMG Baby!, Emma Garcia, Jun 5, 2014, Fiction, 448 pages. This ISN'T a book about babies. It's not about sleepless nights, nappies or nurseries. It IS about two people, one unexpected pregnancy and a question... Viv and Max were Offers an introduction to the brain and its function, the nature of the mind, consciousness, and personal identity. "The best (and the best written) book about Austen that has appeared in the last three decades." Nina Auerbach, Journal of English and Germanic Philology "By looking at the.
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Ivy in the Shadows, Chris Woodworth, Feb 5, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 198 pages. To make ends meet, 12-year-old Ivy's mother goes to work as a waitress and takes in a boarder, a strange boy named Caleb who Ivy is sure is a liar, and as things at home become Naked City Tales of Urban Fantasy, Ellen Datlow, Jul 5, 2011, Fiction, 560 pages. In this thrilling collection of original stories some of today's hottest paranormal authors delight, thrill and captivate readers with otherworldly tales of magic and mischief.

Michael Metcalf Clarendon Press, 1985 One day in the dentist's office journalist Walt Harrington heard a casual racist joke that left him enraged. Married to a black woman, Harrington is the father of two biracial.
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Anime Reign Magazine, World Anime Club, Comics & Graphic Novels, 104 pages. Anime Reign (AR) magazine is an initiative of the World Anime Club featuring comprehensive coverage and analysis of manga, anime, games and everything otaku! AR is the firstYour English Readiness, T. Tana Hershold, 1985, English language, 129 pages Michael Metcalf 1985 Howl and Other Poems Pocket Poets Number 4, Allen Ginsberg, Jun 1, 1956, Poetry, 57 pages. Ginsberg's love for a man with whom he shared some of life's worst experiences is celebrated in poems which were once the subject of a prolonged court trial.
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Ark in the Park, Wendy Orr, Jun 1, 2000, Juvenile Fiction, 78 pages. When her parents take her to visit a very special pet store in the park across from her apartment, both Sophie and Mr. and Mrs. Noah, the pet store owners, have their secret.

Lloyd George and Churchill, Richard Toye, May 1, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 356 pages. The two most significant British political figures of the 20th-century, Churchill and Lloyd George were political rivals but personal friends. Between them their ministerial


The Ecology of Fishes on Coral Reefs, Peter F. Sale, 1993, Nature, 754 pages. This book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date review of the ecology of coral reef fishes presented by top researchers from North America and Australia. Immense strides have been made.
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Calculus; a linear approach, Volume 1, John B. Fraleigh, 1971, Mathematics, 586 pages
All things considered-- from a woman's point of view--, Yaffa Ganz, 1990, Self-Help, 224 pages. An award-winning author writes to her fellow wives, mothers, and homemakers College Algebra, David Dwyer, Mark Gruenwald, Jan 1, 1995, Mathematics, 673 pages. Detailed solutions to odd-numbered problems and strategies for solving additional exercises
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The Compleat Angler, Or, the Contemplative Man's Recreation - Being a Discourse of Fish and Fishing Not Unworthy the Perusal of Most Anglers , Izaak Walton, May 1, 2010, , 374 pages. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic worksAdobe PageMaker 7 , Ellenn Behoriam, Eillienn Against the Clock, Erika Kendra, Mar 1, 2002, Computers, 544 pages. The Against the Clock series is ideal for any course that includes graphic arts software and computer design software as part of the curriculum. Courses can be found in Office
Theoretical aspects and computer modeling of the molecular solid state, Angelo Gavezzotti, 1997, Computers, 237 pages. The theoretical aspects of crystal packing, the study of the nature and magnitude of the forces that hold molecules together in organic crystals, and of the most favourable.

Country Walks and Bikeways in the Philadelphia Region, Alan Fisher, 1994, Sports & Recreation, 239 pages. THIS BOOK IS FOR PEOPLE who want an outing in a country setting without wasting half the day getting there and back. If you live in the Greater Philadelphia region, the Clarendon Press, 1985 Westchester The American Suburb, Roger G. Panetta, Jan 1, 2006, Art, 468 pages. A companion to an exhibition at The Hudson River Museum, a collection of original essays accompanies an array of photographs, paintings, maps, ephemera, and other images that Action Analysis is one of the fundamental principles of animation that underpins all types of animation: 2d, 3d, computer animation, stop motion, etc. This is a fundamental. Quick Look Nursing: Fluid and Electrolytes utilizes a physiological approach to teach the terminology involving fluids and electrolytes, as well as the acid/base balance in the. The acclaimed authors in this anthology are collectively responsible for dozens of "New York Times" bestsellers. Legendary editor Otto Penzler owns the Mysterious Bookshop in.
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Everyman's Rules for Scientific Living, Carrie Tiffany, 2005, Australia, 256 pages. It is 1934, the Great War is long over and the next is yet to come. It is a brief time of optimism and advancement. Erotically charged, and shot through with humour and a quiet...

Leibniz Critical and Interpretive Essays, Michael Hooker, 1982, Literary Criticism, 373 pages. Leibniz was first published in 1982. Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again accessible, and are published unaltered from How to get the upper hand, Ralph Charell, 1978, Self-Help, 227 pages. Offers advice on self-assertion and practical tactics for dealing with such exasperating antagonists as giant corporations, utility companies, computer billing systems, and

Strategic Brand Management A European Perspective, Kevin Lane Keller, Tony ApГ©ria, Mats Georgson, 2008, Business & Economics, 829 pages. Strategic Brand Management explores why brands are important, what they represent to consumers, and what should be done by firms to manage them properly. The main focus of the Triathlon, Joe Baker, Joe Baker (PhD.), Whitney Sedgwick, Feb 28, 2005, Sports & Recreation, 97 pages. If you are a triathlete, coach, or someone interested in participating in an upcoming triathlon, Sport Psychology Library: Triathlon holds many answers to establishing and Effective FORTRAN 77 1985
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Trouble for Tuffy A Katie and Ted Story, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 64 pages. Katie and Ted get into serious trouble while Mum is out - but Tuffy the dog saves the day.

Flyer 2 Puff, Bob Flaherty, Oct 13, 2009, Fiction, 288 pages. Meet John Gullivan, age thirteen, obsessed with the moles that dot most of his body. Meet his brother Gully, who can’t stop laughing at them. Now meet the brothers ten years.
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Administrative law and government action the courts and alternative mechanisms of review, Hazel G. Genn, Genevra Richardson, 1994, History, 362 pages. The unprecedented expansion of administrative law over the last two and a half decades has inspired a rich literature. This book is designed to meet some of the difficulties.

The 75 Greatest Management Decisions Ever Made, Stuart Crainer, Sep 1, 2002, Business & Economics, 239 pages. They all made some of the greatest management decisions in history.
Decision making under uncertainty models and choices, Charles A. Holloway, 1979, Business & Economics, 522 pages. Introduction and basic concepts; Models and probability; Choices and preferences; Preference assessment procedures; Behavioral assumptions and limitations of decision analysisSeptember Sun, Marvin Kauder, Dec 1, 2007, Fiction, 284 pages. Romantic complications at the tennis club were not on Michael Blooms radar. His plate was already filled with the emotional upheaval that comes with sharing a home with two download Effective FORTRAN 77 1985 0198537107, 9780198537106

Book of Lies, Aleister Crowley, 1952, Literary Criticism, 196 pages. 'The book of lies' is a witty, instructive, and admirable collection of paradoxes; however, it is not a philosophical or mystical treatise. Actually, its subtleties exhilarate.


Embraced, Lora Leigh, Nov 24, 2004, Fiction, Marey has run from herself and from Sax for over three years. Lost years, hiding in the home her parents left her, living on the fantasy, too wary to reach out and make real.

Library of the World's Best Literature - Ancient and Modern - Vol.XXIII (Forty-Five Volumes); Lessing- Mabinogion, Charles Dudley Warner, Jun 1, 2008, History, 404 pages. Popular American essayist, novelist, and journalist CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER (1829-1900) was renowned for the warmth and intimacy of his writing, which encompassed travelogue

Chedda Boyz, C. J. Hudson, Jul 5, 2010, Fiction, 238 pages. Who once said, “Money is the root of all evil?” When thirsty women and a cash hungry street gang try to lock down Cleveland, things get deadly. With the Chief of Police in Literary Theory, Jonathan D. Culler, 2009, Literary Criticism, 196 pages. This work explores the role of the literary in theory, with wide-ranging analysis of key concepts and disciplinary practices Effective FORTRAN 77 1985 Clarendon Press, 1985
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